Background The classification of proximal humeral fractures remains challenging. The two main classification systems used, the Neer and the AO classification, have both been shown to have less than ideal interobserver agreement. Agreement in classification is required, however, to guide fracture management. Method Data from the Victorian Orthopaedic Trauma Outcomes Registry were collected and the X-rays of 104 proximal humeral fractures were reviewed by three orthopaedic consultants. They classified the fractures according to the Neer and AO classifications, as well as their simplified versions. Interobserver agreement was then assessed using kappa statistics. Results Interobserver agreement was better overall in the Neer classification, which was moderate (kappa = 0.40-0.58), than the AO classification, which was fair to moderate (kappa = 0.31-0.54). When simplified, the Neer and AO classification interobserver agreement remained similar. Conclusion The classification of proximal humeral fractures with both the Neer and the AO systems remains difficult with minimal improvements seen when reducing the number of categories in each classification system. From these results, the Neer classification system would appear slightly more useful in clinical practice to guide treatment.
Introduction
Classification systems for fractures are important because they should help guide their management. 1 They should be easy to use and understand and allow the observer to come to the same classification regardless of experience. Both the Neer classification, devised by Charles S. Neer II in 1970 2 and AO classification developed in the 1980s, 3 are used to guide proximal humeral fracture management. The Neer classification has as its basis, a system devised by Codman in 1934, in which the proximal humerus was described as fracturing into four main fragments (humeral head, greater tuberosity, lesser tuberosity and shaft). 4 Neer described the effect of displacement forces exerted on the fracture fragments by their musculotendinous attachments enabling 16 fracture categories to be identified. 2 The AO classification is based on the severity of the fracture and the likely disruption to the vascularity of the proximal humerus. Three broad types of fracture exist. Type A fractures are extraarticular and unifocal, type B fractures are extra-articular and bifocal and type C fractures are articular. These three fracture types are divided into three groups and three subgroups based on the degree of displacement, impaction and dislocation of fracture fragments. In most studies, one of the disadvantages has been the relatively low number of X-rays reviewed 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and that cases with an incomplete series of images were excluded. Many authors have tried to use more specialized imaging modalities with the aim of improving interobserver variation. Their results have not so far supported this hypothesis. Bernstein et al. compared X-rays and computed tomography (CT) using the Neer classification and achieved kappa coefficients of 0.52 when X-rays alone were used and 0.50 when X-rays and CT were used. 8 Similar results were obtained by Sjoden et al. 9 Even when threedimensional CT was used, results did not improve. 10 Foroohar et al. compared X-rays with CT and three-dimensional reconstructions and found no significant improvement in kappa values for the Neer classification (k = 0.14 for X-rays, k = 0.09 for three-dimensional CT and k = 0.07 for two-dimensional CT).
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Given that there is a paucity of work comparing interobserver agreement between the Neer and AO classification systems and that advanced imaging modalities have not been shown to improve interobserver agreement, our aim was to compare the full and simplified versions of these two systems using only X-rays.
Method
Ethics approval was sought and granted from the ethics committee at The Alfred Hospital (Protocol Number: 216/09), which participates in the Victorian Orthopaedic Trauma Outcomes Registry (VOTOR). VOTOR is a clinical quality registry that forms a comprehensive database of orthopaedic injuries, treatments, complications and outcomes based on admissions to four Victorian hospitals. It collects information on all patients over 16 years of age admitted with a new orthopaedic injury with a length of hospital stay over 24 h. Pathologic orthopaedic injuries are excluded. Information is prospectively collected from patients who are able to optout from the registry at any time. Through the registry, 108 cases of proximal humeral fractures from 107 participants were identified between April 2007 and July 2008. From these, one case was excluded as X-rays were not available, two were excluded because the fractures were of the proximal diaphysis and one excluded as no fracture was identified. This left 104 proximal humeral fractures for classification.
Plain X-rays alone were used to classify fractures. These were taken at the time of injury. X-ray series usually included an AP and trans-scapular lateral view. Some cases had additional views (e.g. axillary). In a few trauma cases, only an AP X-ray was performed. X-ray quality varied substantially. All X-rays were digital.
Three orthopaedic surgeons with an interest in upper limb pathology and trauma classified the fractures. The surgeons had between 2 and 15 years of experience in the upper limb practice. All three surgeons reviewed and classified the fractures according to the full Neer (17 categories including the four-part valgus impacted category described by Jacob et al.
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) and AO (27 categories) classifications, as well as their simplified versions. Documents with the full classifications including pictures and descriptions were provided to all observers. The simplified Neer classification included the following four categories: one-part fractures (minimally displaced), two-part fractures, three-part fractures and four-part fractures. Two versions of the simplified AO classification were used. A nine-category system where the three types of proximal humeral fracture (Type A, B and C) was each divided into three groups related to fracture pattern and a three-category system where only the type of fracture was classified.
Interobserver agreement was assessed with kappa statistics that quantifies the absolute agreement of observers, accounting for the agreement that would occur by chance alone. Kappa, and weighted kappa, coefficients were calculated for each rater pair for the full Neer classification, the four-category Neer classification, the full AO classification, the nine-category AO classification and the three-category AO classification. The 95% confidence intervals for kappa and weighted kappa coefficients were calculated using the 95th percentile interval from 1000 bootstrap replications as described by Landis 
Results
The results of the study indicate that overall interobserver agreement was fair to moderate in both classification systems. There was overall moderate agreement in the full Neer classification (k = 0.40-0.58) and fair to moderate overall agreement in the full AO classification (k = 0.31-0.54).
Regarding the simplified versions of the Neer and AO classifications, results did not improve substantially. Agreement in the fourcategory Neer classification improved only marginally (k = 0.43-0.59). Agreement remained almost the same for the ninecategory (k = 0.29-0.54) and three-category (k = 0.31-0.54) AO systems compared with the full AO classification (Tables 1-4 ).
Discussion
The present study aimed to evaluate interobserver agreement of the Neer and AO classification systems using the X-ray images available at the time of injury. As the study was retrospective, it was not possible to order additional imaging or to repeat X-rays that were not of high quality. This was one of the limitations of the study. Despite lack of standardization in X-ray quality and type, the results of the current study are similar to previous studies.
Regarding interobserver agreement in the Neer system, an overall kappa value of 0.40-0.58 was achieved. This equates to 'moderate' agreement and is similar to results obtained from other researchers such as Bernstein et al. (k = 0.52), Siebenrock and . 17 Siebenrock and Gerber used a four-category Neer classification and had interobserver agreement rate of 0.40. 15 Brorson et al. reduced the number of categories in the Neer classification to two (non-displaced and displaced) achieving 'moderate' agreement with a kappa coefficient of 0.41 (up from 0.27 when the six-category system was used). 18 Overall, while in some studies there was an improvement in agreement, this has not been as large as hoped. In the present study, reducing the Neer categories to four did not improve interobserver variation. Simplified AO classifications have been used by a small number of researchers. Majed et al. simplified the AO classification to three categories and achieved an interobserver kappa value of 0.30 compared with 0.11 for the full 27-category system. 7 Siebenrock and
Gerber also demonstrated an improvement in agreement with the three-category system (k = 0.53) compared with the nine-category AO system (k = 0.42). 15 No substantial improvement was shown in our study when simplifying the full classification system to the nine-and three-category systems. Given the somewhat limited agreement seen with all classification systems, it is not surprising that the management of proximal humeral fractures can be quite varied and challenging. One factor that could positively influence the agreement in classification of proximal humeral fractures is experience in the field. Although Sidor et al. reported kappa values of 0.83 when an orthopaedic shoulder surgeon used the Neer classification, compared with orthopaedic residents (k = 0.48), the hypothesis that more experience equates the better interobserver agreement has not been supported by other authors.
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Conclusion
The classification of proximal humeral fractures with both the Neer and AO systems remains difficult. Very minimal improvements have so far been seen when reducing the number of categories in each classification system. In addition, more advanced imaging modalities have failed to improve interobserver agreement significantly. The present study suggests that slightly better results for interobserver agreement are found in the full Neer classification system. This would make it the more useful classification to use in clinical practice. 
